Measuring fetal and maternal temperature differentials: a probe for clinical use during labour.
The healthy fetus maintains a higher temperature than that of its mother during gestation and labour. This results from the thermal balance between the heat generated by the fetus and the heat loss to its maternal surroundings. The heat loss can be by heat exchange via blood flowing in the umbilical cord and placenta, and via conduction through the fetal skin and amniotic fluid to the maternal wall. The temperature difference between the fetal and maternal tissue may reflect the metabolic state of the fetus and the magnitude and changing patterns of placental blood flow during labour. Physiological changes, such as those induced by epidural analgesia, and fetal infection have been shown to exhibit an increase in the absolute temperature. An intrauterine probe, previously used for non-invasive ECG detection, has been equipped with temperature sensors that measure fetal and maternal skin temperature in utero. Laboratory tests to characterize the performance of the probe reveal that absolute and differential temperatures can be resolved to around 0.01 degree C with a thermal time constant of approximately 9 s. Ideally the probe body should have infinite thermal insulation or thermal shunting across the probe will occur reducing the measured temperature difference. In this initial probe design, a high thermal isolation between sensors has been achieved but is not perfect, resulting in around 85% of the actual temperature difference across the probe being registered. Average feto-maternal differences of 0.2 degrees C have been measured in a clinical investigation.